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From the President’s Desk
Dear Members,
Education is today, in every sense, one of the most
fundamental factors underlying socioeconomic
development. If economic growth is to be
inclusive and sustainable, there is no alternative to
investing substantially in a world-class education
system. In the coming four years, India aspires
to be a $ 5 trillion economy, and new age skills
like artificial intelligence (AI) and virtual reality
(VR) are going to play a pivotal role in the achievement of that ambitious
goal. At the same time, in the midst of today’s phenomenal technology
revolution, we should not forget to lay a strong emphasis on traditional
early childhood education, which has a critical bearing on the nation’s
future workforce productivity.
With government support in higher education institutions reaching its
limits, there is a need for more private participation in the sector. In today’s
world, privatization and foreign participation in higher education needs
to be considerably enhanced. That will also help to further government
objectives in the sector. In this context, the finance minister’s Budget
proposal for starting degree-level online education programmes, as well
as holding an Ind-SAT test for assessing foreign candidates looking to
study in India, are commendable. Online education has many benefits,
particularly in its ability to reach underprivileged sections of society in
far-flung parts of the country at a relatively low cost and in a standardized
manner.
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Along with the development of students, that of teachers is equally
important. Teaching is traditionally a noble profession, but, unfortunately,
it often does not attract the best available talent today. This sorry state of
affairs needs to change through the provision of sufficient financial and
non-financial incentives to ensure that the best minds do indeed consider
teaching as a serious long-term career investment befitting their skills and
abilities. To this end, we need to create an environment wherein teaching
does again become a genuinely respectable profession, and teachers are
revered just as much as their professional counterparts in all other walks
of life. Many of our IITs and IIMs are facing a dearth of adequately
trained staff, and, in the long run, this will contribute to India’s slipping
global economic competitiveness.
The quality of education is not determined only by the extent of funding.
India needs to fundamentally transform its education system. Public
March 2020
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expenditures must focus on schools and research that would not find private
takers. For example, projects in the pure sciences should be prioritized
and allocated sufficient funding. To ensure larger access to education, lowcost student loans should supplement scholarships. Policymakers should
facilitate more industry institute interactions. Additional money for the
educational sector is always welcome. But without an underlying strategic
plan that improves the quality of instruction across the entire chain, more
money will do little to address the issues facing aspirational India.
India needs to develop an appropriate education and skill development
system to provide its burgeoning youth population the skills of the future.
In this context, it is necessary to create a suitable ecosystem to boost
entrepreneurship. Tomorrow’s employment generators will not be the large
companies of the corporate world, but rather those in the MSME sector
who will have the advantages of nimbleness and flexibility of operations.
Higher education levels at the district levels enable the development of
better human capital that relates more positively to increased supply of
divergent ideas, which are necessary for the growth of entrepreneurship.
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A gradual attitudinal change also has to be inculcated in our youth regarding
opting to become job-providers rather than job-seekers. The education
system will need to be appropriately moulded in this regard. For boosting
workplace productivity, not only is there a need for enhanced digital literacy,
but also the adoption of a more creative approach towards mundane tasks.
All these details will need to be factored into the development of any new
education system in the country.
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

The promotion of inclusive growth and employment generation necessitates
the promotion of a robust system of education and skill development in
both Maharashtra and India. Access to the right education system gives
the socioeconomically marginalized a certain dignity which no amount of
money will provide them. As a first step, the government should ensure
that all available funds for the purpose are utilized properly and efficiently
so as to maximize outcomes. This is something too important to be left
to chance. We also hope that policymakers will incentivize the setting up
of quality educational infrastructure in remote geographical locations to
ensure that no one is deprived of a legitimate opportunity to become the
best possible version of themselves.
Education enriches people’s understanding of themselves and the world
around them. It improves the quality of their lives, and leads to broad
socioeconomic benefits not all of which are quantifiable. Education
promotes the creativity and productivity of the workforce, while also
stimulating entrepreneurship and technological advances. It helps improve
income distribution and facilitates stability and harmony in society. Creating
a strong education and skill development system forms the non-negotiable
core of the socioeconomic growth strategy of any modern nation.
4
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Education – Underwriting Individual and
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Dr. Smita Jape

Mr. Deepak Agnihotri
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Indian economy was projected
to grow at an annual average
rate of 6.4% from 2004 to 2020;
however some moderation was
seen recently. The aim to do
better than China in the coming
years
requires
continuous
economic transformations and
investments in mass education
especially for women in rural
set up, infrastructure and
institutions. In order to promote
business and trade across the
globe, achieving secured stability
is the requirement of tomorrow.
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It is good to have business
optimism and India has the
advantage with its demographic
dividend for the next two
decades. The reality is that India
has been for a very long a story
mostly of potential. Converting
possibility to reality will need a
major focus on quality education.
India has to move away from
the psyche of the education
system of scoring good marks quantitative system, to quality i.e.
learning based systems which is
6
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completely ignored today.
There are very few educational
institutes that allow a child’s overall
growth as these institutions lack
in physical infrastructure plus the
student is burdened with scoring
high marks. Such mindset will
eventually stagnate the country
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

Education
sector
remains
a strategic priority for the
government. India with its large
population between the age of 5
and 24 has a huge opportunity
in the education space, but has a
huge demand supply gap. India
has allowed 100% FDI through
automatic route and has received
FDI worth 17.62 crores (USD
2.21 billion) up to March 2019.
Government plans to revitalise
infrastructure and Education
systems and has provided funds
for the cause. A new education
policy is being drafted considering
the changing dynamics of the
industry and need to skill the
population.
(Indian Brand
Equity
Foundation,
IBEF,

www.ibef,org November 2019,
https://www.ibef.org/industry/
education-presentation)
India is still a developing
country and poverty is not only
severe but a lingering disorder.
Globalization has not only
created competition amongst
economies but also in the
education systems. India needs
energetic policies and strategies
that promote performances in
the education sector and this can
be achieved by creating structures
in the education system that will
be at par with the western world
to match their performance.
Though India is progressing
gradually and wants to become
a world power, we still have
roadblocks in this journey
and the main roadblock is our
education system.
Development of skills and
knowledge
thus
imparting
quality education will create
professionals. Change is only
MEDC Economic Digest
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possible if more investment is
done in overall development of
a child.

educated workforce that drives
the education model as well as
the economy of that country.

The purpose of education is not
just to make money but to help
in the evolution of a true human.
This helps a human to judge
and rationalize the happenings
in a natural environment and
bring about social justice.
Human capital complements
economic growth as they are
dependent on each other: for
example, skilled workers can
handle complex machines with
increasing productivity, high rate
of worker participation increases
production, new methods to
perform tasks brings about
innovation and progress and
this all is achieved through right
education.

International trade due to
globalization has increased
between countries that make
their
economies
compete
with each other. Developed
economies have varied industries
with
varied
competitive
advantages or disadvantages in
the global market. Countries that
are economically successful have
competitive and comparative
advantages over other country
economies. The deciding factor
is the education in a country
that produces the workforce and
makes a country perform well
and build its economy.

Education sector has seen
numerous reforms so far. Various
government initiatives are under
way to boost the growth of the
education sector focussing on
new techniques for example
opening of IITs and IIMs at
varied locations, sanctioning of
education grants in government
aided institutions etc.
Impact of
economy

education

on

It is the demand and supply
of labour in respect to the
requirement of highly or poorly
MEDC Economic Digest

Training is an important factor
that distinguishes a developing
and developed country as
the effect of well-educated
workforce (externality) positively
impacts the productivity of an
organisation along with other
factors such as primary sector
resources or even geographic
location.
Workforce
increases
their
potential to earn by refining or
developing themselves on the
job function and they understand
a particular industry much better
through their newly acquired
skills.
From the economic perspective

emphasis is laid on education
system that produces workforce
to function in new industries
viz. scientific or technology as
these new industries are more
competitive in the developed
economy.
Educated workforce can carry
out tasks proficiently that
require critical thinking and
countries where greater percent
of population enrols in higher
education tend to witness faster
economic growth.
The enrolment ratio differs from
the percent of GDP spending
done by a country on education
but it does not necessarily mean
high percentage spent means
high proportion of population is
more educated.
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Investment in education is
considered as opportunity cost.
Skill
and
knowledge
of
workforce determines economic
growth.
Countries
having
higher percentage of educated
workforce often capitalize on
their advantages by setting up
value added industries.
Higher education affected by
future economic trends
Education is looked at as an
investment. This thought is
prevalent for many decades but
the context of investment has
March 2020
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changed. Today people invest in
education to better their economy
in future, they conceptualise it
as return on investment (ROI),
whereas in earlier time education
was looked as an investment to
gain knowledge and knowledge
in turn would better the personal
economy.
Likewise, education today is
considered as an industry, which
makes investments in building
infrastructure, maintaining it to
the current living standards, in
the bargain making education
accountable for higher economic
benefits.
There is an inconvenient truth
underlying modern economics.
Every aspect from generating
by-products to printing cash is
based on contradictions – as
the countries use debt based
monetary system in the process
of money creation. Such a
system allows nation to have
control over debt issued in its
currency. But such an economy
needs consistent growth to
repay previous debts. GDP is
considered as the measure of
growth a country needs to gain
several percentage points every
year, or else the economy may
face deflationary cracks and enter
depression.
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One measure which can be
taken by central bank often is
8
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reduction of the interest rates
– which helps in reduction of
cost of debts, which can help to
speed up pace of economy.

new businesses are being created,
and student loans have declined
putting the education sector in a
riddle and economic constraints.

Such a scenario happens because
infinite growth is assumed when
we have finite resources. This
is a matter of contradiction –
infinite growth model with finite
resources. An economic system
with finite resources aspiring for
infinite growth is sure to collapse.

The current century is faced with
market instability. Just before the
end of the century there was a
dot com bubble burst, toppling
the stock market, followed by
sub-prime crisis, causing unrest
in the western world.

For example – the desire for oil
or ore is ever expanding, reaching
the maximum limit level of the
same that can be procured. Even
though the contradiction is not
visible, the infinite economic
growth model will reach its
natural limit hence industries
including education should
be aware of rising economic
challenges.
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

Investors had been investing
earlier in growing sectors;
unemployment rate though
on the higher side was pretty
controllable. But things today
seem to be moving out of
hand as there are not enough
jobs available, young graduates
are waiting for a long time to
get a decent job, many of the
available jobs are part time
where a young person cannot
satisfy requirements. People
are reluctant in taking risk, as
businesses are not doing well, no

Education sector will get less
funds if the state treasury is not
enough to manage services and
public sector industries.
For a small time schools and
colleges may tap private resources
in the form of industry or rich
alumni, but such funding would
scale back research activities
making a college professor just
an overworked teacher like an
personal assistant rather than
being tenured and full time.
The education sector is in a fix
as it cannot retract back to trade
schools because of the advent
of technology. Technology is
diminishing skilled professions
diminish, as robots, drones etc.
are increasingly used for labour
intensive jobs.
Students are inclined to complete
their basic education faster
and cheaper. As a result the
importance of online distance
education is rising. Though
MEDC Economic Digest
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these schools may be good until
graduation level they cannot
suffice the need of research
scholars.
As funding becomes hard to be
procured, distance education
will gain more market. Students
need not take loans for their
basic needed degree education,
they will earn while learning, at
the same time geographically a
student will not be caught up to
get the required education from
a best school.
The world is changing faster
and so the education sector too.
Industries are being replaced
by modern technology and
jobs are evaporating, similarly
the traditional universities and
thought patterns are undergoing
huge transformation.
During industrial revolution,
education system was built
assuming one-size-fits-all with
every one reading same books,
and taking standardized tests.
Today, education can be
customized to strength and
time resources of an individual.
This helps to communicate
with
focussed,
likeminded
people using technology like
Skype, online message boards,
WordPress, YouTube, Facebook,
Twitter etc.
People will be more intuitive and
MEDC Economic Digest

will use preferences, will find what
really interests them, use cheaper
means to gather knowledge in
those areas, without bothering
about the source of knowledge.
Good universities, those that
are large, have good reputation
in research and are independent
of Government support, will
be able to face future storm as
the research facilities cannot be
replaced by online formats.
Second and third level universities
and colleges will feel the heat as
less number of students will be
inclined to make high tuition
fees affordable as Government
assistance will be scarce at the
same time online education will
be on the rise.
Various government initiatives
are being adopted to boost the
growth of distance education
market, besides focusing on new
education techniques, such as
E-learning and M-learning.
Education sector has seen a
host of reforms and improved
financial outlays in recent years
that could possibly transform the
country into a knowledge haven.
With human resource increasingly
gaining significance in the overall
development of the country,
development of
education
infrastructure is expected to
remain the key focus in the
current decade. In this scenario,

infrastructure investment in the
education sector is likely to see
a considerable increase in the
current decade
Moreover, availability of English
speaking tech-educated talent,
democratic governance and
a strong legal and intellectual
property protection framework
are enablers for world class
product development, quoted
by Amit Phadnis, PresidentEngineering and Site Leader for
Cisco (India).(Education and
Training Industry in India, March
2018, IBEF, www.ibef.org)
The Government of India has
taken several steps including
opening of IIT’s and IIM’s in
new locations as well as allocating
educational grants for research
scholars in most government
institutions. Furthermore, with
online modes of education
being used by several educational
organisations,
the
higher
education sector in India is set
for some major changes and
developments in the years to
come.
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In Union Budget 2020 presented
by the finance minister,
education got only 4% more,
but doors are opened for foreign
universities who can partner
now with Indian institutes via
ECBs &FDI. The government
has proposed to open doors for
March 2020
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foreign universities to partner
Indian institutes through external
borrowing and the foreign
direct investment route, but
not allowed them to set up fullfledged campuses in the country.
It is interesting step as ECBs
charge an interest rate of 1-1.5%
vis-à-vis around 8% for domestic
funding.
Human
resource
development secretary ,Amit
khare shred that government
has already started drafting such
schemes which are in line with the
announcements made in budget
regarding funding of education
sector.These plans in budget will
help the educational institutes in
raising funds from outside which
ultimately will help in reducing
cost of funds in eduation and
of higher education .While the
budget has just increased the
allocation for education by 4%,
it has also allowed to finance
through external commercial
borrowings and FDI” which will
help to provide
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higher-quality education. Finance
minister Nirmala Sitharaman
explained that this measure
was taken by understanding
that “Indian education system
needs greater inflow of finance
to attract talented teachers,
innovate and build better labs”.
Source:Economic times
The move comes at a time when
many Indian students are going
10
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abroad for higher studies, or to
Indian private institutes that have
foreign collaborations.
According
to
the
latest
Economic Survey, absence of
a suitable financial support
system and high burden of
course fee, especially in higher
education, push out the poor
and underprivileged sections out
of the education system. The
budget also announced that 150
higher educational institutions
would start apprenticeshipembedded degree or diploma
courses by March 2021 to
increase employability
In the age of information,
education will undergo massive
change, these changes would be
exhilarating but to make them
valuable and exciting, everyone
will have to strive hard for creating
such a learning environment that
will foster individual, economic,
and national development .
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM
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Management Education for Future India:
Some Thoughts
- Dr. SNV Sivakumar

Professor and Area Chairperson-Economics
KJ SIMSR, Somaiya Vidyavihar University (SVU)
sivakumar@somaiya.edu
The Background
Indian economy has achieved
tremendous progress over the past
nearly three decades beginning
with the announcement and
adoption of the New Economic
Policy in 1991. The year can
also be considered as a line
dividing corporate India as one
that was primarily getting run
by executives on the basis of
experience and the latter period
witnessing more professional
or domain-specific experience
and also on innovation and risktaking abilities rather than merely
on the basis of experience.

that require not only technically
qualified and competent human
resources, but managing these
new-age
companies
need
managers who possess the right
knowledge that needs to be
regularly updated and possess
upgradable skills and mouldable
and
improvable
attitudes.
Virtual Reality, Drones, Mobility
Technology, Gaming, Content
Marketing, Data Mining and
Analytics, Artificial Intelligence,
Internet of Things, etc. are
altogether new opportunities for
the current and future managers
to handle.

As per the World Bank’s country
overview about India (updated
on October 25, 2019), “as the
world’s third largest economy in
purchasing parity terms, India
aspires to better the lives of all
its citizens and become a highmiddle income country by 2030”.

In this backdrop, it is necessary
to examine whether the lakhs
of management aspirants each
year getting admissions into
various post-graduate degree or
diploma programmes are finding
the entire exercise rewarding and
pursuing careers that they are
excited with.

India, as it stands today in the
globalising world, has several
complex and emerging sectors

Regulation and Governance

MEDC Economic Digest

The

regulatory

body

for

management education,the All
India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE) displayed
the statistics on its web site for
the recent years. If one considers
the data for management
education (both Post-graduate
and Diploma), one finds the
details of total number of the
approved Institutions as 3,069,
total intake of students is over
3,70,000 students, and faculty
members are over 43,000.
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As far the trends in India’s
management education are
concerned, the parameters that
are available authentically from
the AICTE are the year-wise data
on the total student intake, actual
enrolment, students who passed
in all semesters/ trimesters
of the two year programmes,
and of them the students who
got employment offers with
corporate firms.
For the seven-year period AY
2012-13 to 2018-19, the average
enrolment of students across
all institutions as against the
March 2020
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approved intake varies in a
small band of 52% to 62%. The
placement as a percent of the
enrolment has remained in a
much narrower range of 40% to
45% for the seven year period.
As far the faculty quantity and
quality are concerned, AICTE
brought out regulations in
the year 2010, and defined
the minimum qualifications
for faculty and the workload
and other matters of career
progression, etc. These must
be adhered to by all approved
Institutions across India. The
regulator also displayed on its
website model curriculum to
be followed for management
programme by indicating titles of
core and elective courses, credits,
course-wise content, and learning
outcomes expected. There is
enough evidence to suggest that
the quality of regulation by the
AICTE has improved. There
is a transparent display of the
Institutes’ details, making the
directives of the courts to be
followed mandatorily by all the
Institutions to avoid harassment,
ragging, etc. Mind-set of the
faculty members and academic
administrators also needs a
change in terms of adopting
constant revision of syllabus,
inclusion of relevant cases,
non-traditional methods of
teaching and critically evaluating
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execution of syllabus after a
course is delivered, etc.
Selection of
Placements

Students

&

Selecting the right set of students
to Post-graduate(PG) or Diploma
programmes of management
is seen as one area where
many business schools literally
compete with one another trying
to differentiate their unique
features over the rest. While
some take pride in their physical
infrastructure and eminence
of faculty and guest faculty,
other institutions highlight their
locational advantage (like metro
city or surrounded by leading IT
and other recruiters), yet other
institutes focus on their extensive
alumni network. The bottom-line
aspirants of MBA programme
would be keen at the average
and highest placements for the
past 2-3 years, given the tuition
fee. Provisionally admitted
students have freedom to cancel
the admission with minimal loss
and migrate to better institutions
they deserve. A clear picture for
the Institutions would be known
only by June first or second
week. If the students get into
superior institutes or those in
close proximity to their native
place, they prefer to eventually
join them. This makes the
Institutes fill the seats towards
the beginning of the instruction
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

by which time highly meritorious
students are not readily available
for admission. The only option
to fill vacant seats is to reduce
the cut-offs in the intake so as to
avert the revenue loss. B-School
rankings assign more weight
for the annual amount spent on
infrastructure, which is pushing
up the costs of providing
management education leading
to consequential fee hikes,which
is in turn reflected in the salary
expectations of
graduating
students. This is a vicious circle
which must be broken. Emphasis
should be on learning and not
placement. Also, developing
entrepreneurs in B-schools
needs to be encouraged. Another
trend in B-schools is to advertise
their placement data and
salaries, which is creating huge
expectations to the aspirants. In
reality, the corporate sector and
economy growth is becoming
so volatile, and hence, aspirants
need to accept the reality and tone
down their salary expectations.
Quality of Teaching-Learning
Many students admitted to a
PG programme in management
reach the B-school with minimal
exposure to the basics of
management. Hardly 10 percent
or even less possess bachelor’s
degree
in
management.
Predominantly the batch of a
PG Programme in a B-school
MEDC Economic Digest
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comprises of students from
engineering, sciences, law, arts,
medicine, pharmacy, etc. Given
this heterogeneity of student
composition, faculty members at
the PG level will have no option
but to conduct some basic
orientation sessions to bring
all admitted on a level-playing
field before regular sessions
commence.
As regards the quality of learning
environment, the best Institutes
in India and the rest find contrast
in terms of the students’ appetite
to learn more and a challenging
content. While in the Top-rated
Indian Institutes of Management
and a few other Non-IIMs,
students want to understand
more
complex
managerial
situations and puzzles by
forming some formal and nonformal sub groups of students,
in other institutions where
students eye on placement more
than the knowledge, expect their
faculty members to teach simpler
and
more
straight-forward
content and also test them by
asking more from the books that
can be answered without much
thinking. Students give rating
for the faculty members (on a
scale of 5 or 10) using various
criteria in the conduction of a
course, and faculty who want
to test the students more than
their capability are rated as poor
MEDC Economic Digest

teachers, which has some bearing
on the performance appraisals of
the faculty members. So, live and
let live policy spoils the entire
teaching-learning environment.
Nature of assignments are also
seen to be routine for various
batches and there is hardly any
modification. Hence successive
batches predict the assignment or
projects and either replicate the
same or make some superficial
changes in some of the existing
reports that they can access from
their senior batches. Course
rotation for faculty in each
functional area would be helpful.
A typical classroom session of
the world-famous Institutions
teaching management education
involves student fitness to the
rigorous programme rather than
merely some entrance score
or rank. Also, there is a peer
pressure for the global B-school
students to participate in the
classroom discussions, while the
sessions are hardly interactive in
many B-schools in India. One
way to reform this is to videorecord all the sessions of all
faculty members and after they
get duly edited, they must be
displayed with the Institute name
to be made available to the world
at large as YouTube videos. This
puts pressure on both faculty
and students to become more

accountable with their duties in
their respective roles.
Infrastructure
Consumables

and

Typically,
business
schools
spend significant amounts on
this head including software,
electronic databases, library
resources, conducting seminars/
workshops or conferences, etc.
Being one of the parameters in
the Ministry of HRD’s National
Institutional Ranking Framework
(NIRF) ranking parameters,
each institution is evaluated and
ranked, besides other parameters,
on the basis of yearly amounts
spent for the ongoing academic
year besides the preceding two
academic years. The expenses
incurred on stationery for faculty,
cartridges, storage devices, and
other recurring expenditures
are included under this head.
Hostel-related or maintenance
and upkeep of building or
other physical assets is not part
of this expenditure. Library,
new equipment for laboratories
(primarily
for
Institutions
awarding degrees in science/
engineering), and spent on
creation of assets (other than land
and buildings) form part of the
capital expenditure. A random
look at major institutions data
reveals revenue expenditure used
for operational uses is far higher
than the capital expenditure.
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A balance between the two
components of expenditure is
necessary to sustain the future
growth of the business schools.
Are
Young
Corporate-ready?

Managers

Recruiting companies both
from
India
and
abroad
trying to choose young postgraduates in management and
various
specializations
like
pharmaceutical, retail, financial
services, international business,
etc. look forward to the ones who
can understand and deal with the
present-day world described as
the VUCA world. Sound domain
knowledge, understanding of the
business environment, decisionmaking and communication
skills, patience, personal and
professional values, compliances
with internal timelines and
external
commitments
of
the organization, etc. are the
necessary traits of a management
professional.
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How can business schools
disseminate and make students
internalise the above qualities
during the two years of the stay
of the students? It can be through
individual or group assignments,
off-classroom projects, activities,
exposure to social or community
service,
besides
classroom
sessions and on-campus learning.
These co-curricular activities
14
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may be assigned some weights
as part of internal evaluation in
select courses of management
education. Of nearly 30-40 total
courses in the post-graduation,
faculty can identify about 6-8
courses where beyond the
textbooks or syllabus meant for
examinations, learnings from the
community and society can be
assigned some weight.
Management practices and
theories need a complete overhaul
due to the recent technology
innovations. Replication of
Western theories and models
and one size fits for all belief
need a shift in making it relevant
to country specific managerial
decision making. Technology
disruptions in management
education need to be handled
carefully, as it is a double-edged
sword. While business delivery
modes can be automated, the
consumer dynamics, product
design, pricing, customer service,
etc. need human thinking and
creativity. Mere digitization will
not help a company to succeed.
Businesses
cannot
sustain
without paying attention to social
responsibility, climate change
and related environmental issues
that have been already showing
major adverse impacts.
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

The curriculum revision must
factor in the above points

to equip students to handle
challenges of current and
potential businesses and provide
them longer professional careers.
To conclude, management
education in India in recent years
is perceived by the aspirants as
a means to get highly rewarding
jobs in best-known companies.
However, the reality is that the
market conditions are undergoing
sharp changes that are becoming
unpredictable. There are wage
cuts or layoffs not only in the
information technology (IT)
sector but even in manufacturing,
banking, NBFCs or other
services. Placement of students
as proportion of the intake for
past 6-7 years suggests that only
a part of the students are getting
absorbed in the jobs while a
significant proportion is left
out for variety of deficiencies.
Hence instead of focussing
on the investment in buying
equipment or some databases,
traditional approach followed
in India namely whether the
learner is effectively learning or
not needs a greater attention by
management institutions. Only
then, one can hope for a requisite
improvement in the placement
scenario and effective utilisation
of the management professionals
by the corporate and economy,
which in turn provides a greater
benefit to society.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Why is vocational training so significant in
India given that India has the largest young
population in the world?
- Dr. Anjali Masarguppi

Asst. Professor, Department of Economics, Wilson College
•

India’s Policy trilogy:

Education offers level playing
field across gender, class, region
and different socio-economic
sections of the society. The
New Education Policy, drafted
meticulously, is a national
document that aims to transform
India into an equitable and
vibrant nation. Transformative
role of education is unequivocally
accepted across the world. A
preamble of the document
reiterates the role of education,
“The vision of India’s new
education system has accordingly
been crafted toensure that it
touches the life of each and
every citizen, consistent with
theirability to contribute to
many growing developmental
imperatives of thiscountry on the
one hand, and towards creating a
just and equitable societyon the
other.”Another transformative
initiative of Skill India crafted
has a tag line of ‘Kaushal Bharat,
Kushal Bharat’. It was launched
by Prime Minister NarendraModi
on 15th July 2015 with an aim
to train over 40 crore people in
India in different skills by 2022. A
third significant initiative is ‘Make
in India’ which aims at making
MEDC Economic Digest

India a manufacturing hub that
will generate jobs and economic
growth. All three missions are
significant given that the country
needs a significant thrust to put it
back on a high economic growth
trajectory.
•
Young Population: Asset
or Liability:
Today, India’s strength lies in
Human Capital as India is the
second most populated country
in the world with nearly a fifth
of the world's population.
According to the revision of
the World Population Prospects
2019, India’s population stood
at 1.3 billion. India is projected
to be the world's most populous
country by 2024, surpassing
the population of China. It is
expected to become the first
political entity in history to be
home to more than 1.5 billion
people by 2030. Its population
growth rate is 1.13%, ranking
112th in the world in 2017.India
is expected to have 34.33% share
of youth in total population by
2020. Percentage share of young
population is expected to peak in
2025. This demographic dividend
definitely poses challenge and
an opportunity for the country.

Productive
employment
of the youth will definitely
earn economic gains for the
country. However, making them
employable is a huge challenge
before the current government.
Generally capital formation is
identified with net increase in
land, capital, durable equipments,
intermediaries etc. but its
broader connotation includes
the investment in human capital
i.e. body of knowledge of people
and capacity and training of
population to use it effectively. In
this context, Part III of the New
Educational Policy emphasizes
on Additional Key areas and
one of them is Vocational
Education. Vocational training
is an occupation specific
education. Vocational education
distinguishes
itself
from
academic education in theclose
linking of knowledge and skills
to specific practical challenges
andwork situations in the
economy. It aims for students
to acquire a definedset of
practical competences in specific
areas of work in the economy
thatrequires knowledge, skills
and attitudes relating to that field
of work. However, as per the
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12th Five Year Plan document
level of vocational training of
the labour force in India is very
poor as compared to other
countries. In the age group of
20-24, only 5% of the Indian
labour force has vocational skills
whereas percentage in developed
countries (stated in the table
below) is much higher varying
between 60%-80%, except in
Italy, which is 44%.
Proportion of Vocationally
trained youth in Labour–Force
Country

% of
vocationally
trained labor
India
5.06
Developing countries
Botswana
22.24
Colombia
28.06
Mauritius
36.08
Mexico
27.58
Developed Countries
Australia
64.11
Canada
78.11
France
68.57
Germany
75.33
Israel
81.23
Italy
43.88
Japan
80.39
Korea Republic
95.86
New Zealand
63.03
Russian Federation 86.89
Singapore
66.24
United Kingdom 68.64
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This is a very significant statistic
that needs urgent attention,
given that we have a large
employable population which
lacks occupation-specific skills.
Although higher education is
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significant in creating strong and
critical knowledge base, it may
not be accessible to all. Also
higher education defers entry to
labour market which may not be
suitable to all, given that India
has marginalized population. This
compels us to look at different
educational models across the
world that give us significant
learning for the country. We look
at some academia – labourmarket
models of a few countries around
the world.

‘American system':
Diversified High School

‘Latin American system’:
Vocational training institutes

•
School-to-worktransition: How different
training systems operate? :
We look at four educational models
across four countries which may
help India construct our own
model to skill our your with
greater employability quotient.
All four models give an option of
higher and vocational education
after a student has attained basic
education. This ensures diverse
skill sets among work force that
enters labour market.
‘German Dual System’
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

‘French system’ secondary
vocational/ Technical schools

All the above illustrated models
show that countries provide same
amount of thrust on vocational
and higher education. They
offer multiple labour market
entry points along with requisite
skills. Hence, labour is divided
between critical higher education
with knowledge, expertise and
rigour and occupation specific
knowledge, skills and values.
•
A way ahead:
The New Education Policy of
India is definitely looking at
Vocational Training component
as an integral part of education.
However, the document rightly
points out that vocational
education has been less desirable
compared to higher education.
Higher education alone cannot
be an answer for skilling India.
We definitely need to look at a
strategy that is more direct and
occupation-specific.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Review on Strategies for Bridging the
Employability Skill Gap in Higher
Education
- Yasmeen Bano, Ph.D scholar, School of Management Studies

Vels Institute of Science, Technology & Advanced Studies (VISTAS),
Chennai
Email - yasmeen11bano@gmail.com

- Dr. S. Vasantha, (Corresponding Author), Professor & Research Supervisor,

School of Management Studies
Vels Institute of Science, Technology & Advanced Studies(VISTAS),
Chennai
Email - vasantha.sms@velsuniv.ac.in

Abstract: Is a difficult to
recognize, apprehend and
evaluate the employability
of a person. Employability
is the ability of a man or
woman to gain and maintain
the work which he attained
due to his/her capabilities. It
is the competence of person
to shift within the market
work force and understand
the capacity that is available
in them. The key objective
of the study is to identify
the strategies or approaches
to bridge the employability
skill gap in higher education.
The paper also highlighted
the benefits of bridging the
employability gap in Indian
economy. The paper is based
on the conceptual study. And
the data has been collected
from the secondary sources of
information.
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Index terms: College student,
Bridging the employability
skill gap, Higher education,
Strategies or approaches
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

I.INTRODUCTION
The
current
business
environment
focuses
on
development of strategic skills
and work experience by giving
importance to higher education
for employability. Practice is
the present day need for the
development of the employees
or the college graduates because
practice will enhance their
employability skills. Participation
in the training process and
obtaining the feedback from
the stakeholders are helpful for
the future skill development.
Analyses current skill capability,
need and review of skill
development policies [8], the
challenges faced regarding skill
development and solution for the

same[3]. The study also indicates
the
relationship
between
employment, education, and skill
development. The researcher
used random survey method for
data collection and has taken the
100 samples from the students
who have taken STAR training
from different NSDC (National
Skill Development Coordination
Board) partners in Lucknow.
Data analysis was done through
using simple weighted average
and percentage method for the
study.
A.

Employability gap

Skill gap is the gap between
employee’s ability and employers
expectations of an organization.
Competency gap is the big
issue that is faced by the both
employees and employers in
today’s environment. This gap
occurs due to the initiation of new
MEDC Economic Digest
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technologies and digitalization.
The gap can also indicate a need
forchanging the recruitment
methodologies,
establish
a
career development platform,
packages to encourage worker
engagement. Working towards
lowering talent gap can cause
expert improvement, growth
possibilities of merchandising
for the involved employee,
increase productiveness and will
increase worker
retention. Working towards
reducing the competency gap
can lead to the professional
development,
increase
the
productivity, increase the chance
of promotion and increase the
employee retention.
Have emphasized that the lack of
mismatched values and effective
communication
between
employers and higher education
institutions that can be identified
as a gap, is found in students
employability
profiles[18].
The paper investigates and
evaluates the value of student
and employer engagement in
the discipline of environmental
science. The study has done
survey with the questionnaire
method. The sample of study
has been taken from the
undergraduate and post graduate
students studying environmental
science (ES) at university of
Southampton. There were the
total of sixty students who
completed the questionnaire. The
study also has distributed the 200
questionnaires to the employers
MEDC Economic Digest

in the field of environmental
science. The study has suggested
that both the employers and
higher education institutions
should establish effective routes
of communication to facilitate
the effective work placement.
B. Need for bridging the
employability skill gap
One of the main reasons of
bridging the employability gap
is lack of skilled and trained
manpower. In order to control
the unemployment it is necessary
to provide the training and skill
development program to both
educated and uneducated groups.
Bridging the employability skill
gap through the various training
and skill development programs
and initiatives could make
India a sa global hub for skilled
manpower. According to the
report published in BW People.
in, skill gap is the difference
between skills that employers
want and skills their workforce
offer.
In today’s fast moving world,
employability skill gap is the
main problem faced by the
both employees and employers.
This is because of adoption of
digitalization and evolution of
technologies. Reducing the skill
gap can lead to professional
enhancement, boosts efficiency,
increase the chances of
promotion and increases the
employee retention.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Identified the gap between
university and industry gap in
India and the study presented
an approach to bridge it [14].
The paper presented two-sided
analysis of the situation. The
first side included Industry
analysis and the second side
included University analysis.
To do analysis for the Industry
side, data has been collected
among 14 experts from 8 largesized manufacturing companies
in India. The study has done
qualitative data collection using
semi- structured interviews
and analyzing the transcripts.
The structured interviews also
included data collection using
professionals and explored about
their methodological, social
and personal competencies.
The findings of the study said
that the social and technical
competencies matched but the
gap has occurred regarding the
methodological
competency
which is based on real application
problems. The study proposed a
learning factory model to bridge
the gap. It is expected that the
learning factory model will help
the graduate to be ready for the
job.
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The study analyzed to find the
gap between industry and higher
education of electronic graduates.
The main objective of the study
is to find the gap between
required competencies of the
employed electronic engineers
and acquired knowledge in
the higher education. The
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study examined the gap in two
aspects, acquired and required
competencies that is needed by
the employers as well as higher
education. The study is based on
the exploratory and descriptive
qualitative research. Qualitative
semi structured interviews have
been used to collect the data
from the respondents. Numbers
of the respondents were 10
lecturers, 13 employers, 12
employed electronic graduates
and 11 unemployed electronic
graduates. Findings of the
study showed that the mismatch
between required and acquired
competencies.
Employers
are dissatisfied regarding the
knowledge of the engineers.
Only some of engineers were
well
equipped.
Interviews
from the lecturers indicated
that engineering graduates lack
in soft skills. The study also
indicated that employers were
more concerned in the area of
soft skills.
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Said that academia – industry
relationship is the interactive and
collaborative system that requires
the active and collaborative
participants of all stake holders
[23]. The study examines the
issues and barriers of industry
and
academia
interaction.
Moreover, the paper identifies
potential areas where academia
– industry interaction would
be collaborative and effective.
The study also presented the
integrated model of academia
- industry interface that
described the different types of
20
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collaboration and interaction
among the stakeholders in Indian
scenario. The paper concluded
that new range of technologies
that are required to make India
as the global power house in
research and innovation and
the need to make a cooperative
knowledge creation and exchange
between industry and universities
to meet the future challenges.
Presented
the
conceptual
model of university – industry
collaboration, which described
the effect of organization factors.
The objective of the study was
to explore the organizational
factor that consists of leadership,
trust, conflict, commitment and
communication on the success of
collaboration between university
and industry in Malaysia. The
paper also considered the
process of university – industry
collaboration that affects the
organizational factors. The
results of the study can increase
the knowledge of academia industry professionals toward
organizational factors in the
process of collaboration.
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

Figure 3. Conceptual model for
effect of organizational factor on

university-industry collaboration
Source. Sadegh Rast et al.(2015)
III. OBJECTIVES OF THE
STUDY
To review the strategies or
approaches for the bridging the
employability skill gap.
To know the benefits of bridging
the employability skill gap in the
Indian economy.
IV METHODOLOGY
The
paper
has
review
the strategies to close the
employability skill gap in higher
education and highlighted the
benefits of closing the gap in
Indian economy. The paper is
based on the conceptual study
and the data has been gathered
from the secondary sources
of information like different
published
papers,
internet
sources and newspapers.
V. STRATEGIES
OR
APPROACHES TO BRIDGE
THE GAP
A. University – Industry
collaborative approach
The fundamental challenge of
academia – industry collaborative
approach is to make use of
skills, knowledge and technique
of every organization. Each
company must understand how
to reduce the skill gap and how
to make best use of knowledge
of
their employees, and
universities need to industrial
environment. One of the key
MEDC Economic Digest
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challenges in academia – industry
collaboration is the shortage
of contextual understanding
with other industrial partners.
Addresses
current
trends
and critical issues that affects
academia- industry partnership
in India with special reference
to National Education Policy
(NPE) 1968, National Education
Policy (NEP) 1986, Programme
of Action (POA) 1992. The
paper says that there is a great
need for academy – industry
collaboration. It has been rather
limited in India in the past likely
due to variations in values and
attitudes, lack of appreciation
of abilities, and the absence
of economic and financial
compulsions.
Studied
the
relationship between formal and
informal university technology
transfer and their significance for
innovation performance of the
firms. The analysis of the study
is based on the more than 2000
German manufacturing firms.
The study analysis revealed
the use of both technologies
(formal and informal) are mostly
matched. The empirical of the
study has proven the use of
informal technology transfer
increases the marginal return of
formal technology transfer.
The study has suggested that
every firm should maintain the
close informal relationships
with universities to understand
the entire capability of formal
technology transfer. Described
the gap between university –
industry collaboration[11]. The
MEDC Economic Digest

paper suggested a designerly
approach to overcome from the
gap. The designerly approach is
combined with three dimensions
that are strategic, tactics and
operational. It described the
three corresponding mechanism:
facilitate strategic understanding,
facilitate tactical co-creation and
facilitate operational ideation.
One of the main challenges
of the study is the lack of
contextual understanding in the
organization. Knowledge, skills
and techniques are currently
limited in an organization.
The university – industry
collaboration approach helps to
bridge this gap. The paper has
done the case study from 20 years
of experience at the company to
analyze the university – industry
collaboration. Moreover the
study has taken 10 interviews
with the stakeholders. The
paper has concluded that the
designerly approach is useful
to strengthened university –
industry collaboration which has
proven to be successful.

Fig. 1 Illustration of innovation
aspects.
Source: Johanna wallin et al.

(2014)
B.

Skill-based education:

Core skill set required by the
industry like interpersonal skills,
problem solving skills, decision
making skills, innovation and
creative
thinkinghave
high
demand. Skill- based education
is somewhat missing in all the
higher education areas in India.
Every education institution
need to shift their focus from
theoretical knowledge to the
skill based education with
practical and dynamic methods.
Universities should also try to
focus on behavioral aspects like
leadership skills, communication
skills, and attitudesthat will play
the major role in the success of
a person. asserted thatskill-based
learning has become a necessity
for employability[17]. Individuals
can produce the better result
through skill based learning.
The main aim of the paper
is to provide the information
about skill based learning and its
challenges. Moreover, the paper
also provides the information
about issues in the absence of
learning-based skills. Employers
always want a set of skills from an
employee like Problem solving,
Team working, Self-management,
Literacy and numeracy relevant
to the position, Knowledge of
the business, ICT knowledge,
Good communication and
interpersonal skill[19]. While
ability to use own initiatives is
needed, the individual needs
to follow instructions and
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Leadership skills where necessary.
These skills can be learned
through the education system
and workforce development
systems. The purpose of the
paper is to identify the factors
affecting employability skill.
The present study has with the
secondary sources. The paper
concluded that the critical gap in
the competency set,
particularly soft skill, is needed
for the job. This gap can be
bridged by the learning, training
and on the job experience.
Highlighted
four
critical
skills that are essential for the
success[15]. These four skills
are the technical skill, business
skill, relationship management
skill and domain skill. For most
of graduates, college education
does not necessarily translate
into a job. Only three out of
ten graduates are considered
employable. This is because
of lack of employability skills.
If graduates are capable to
equip themselves with these
employability
competencies,
they will have plethora of
opportunities for good career
growth in the services sector.
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C.

Project based learning:

Project based learning (PBL) is
the class room approach where
the college graduates actively
explore real problems and
challenges. Project based learning
helps the graduates to develop
their skill for living in the high
technological and knowledge
based society also promotes the
22
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lifelong learning.Skill learned
through project-based learning
(PBL) are highly attractive to the
employers as it includes learnings
to handle interpersonal conflict,
ability to work well with others,
make thoughtful decision and
solve the problem[5]. The study
has presented project based
learning to recognize the relevant
soft skill acquired for the project
work.The study aims to find out
how the project based learning is
useful and equipped the students
with the related soft skills in
the 21st century workplace
environment. The study has
used
survey
questionnaire
method to gather the data.
The questionnaire consisted
five components like Team
work, problem solving, project
management,
interpersonal
skill and communication skill.
The data has collected from
29 second year students who
were undertaking the workplace
communication course.
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

The
paper
concludedthat
project-based learning facilitates
the growth of learners in
acquiring the aforementioned
skills.Said theproject based
learning is a new approach
teaching and learning that is
based on the underlying concept,
paradigm and principles[16].
The project based learning can
create opportunities for college
students to alter themselves in
according with their academic
needs and appropriately put
together themselves for the ever
changing globalenvironment.The

study examined the effects of
project-based learning strategy
on
students’
self-directed
learning skills in a systembased education course offered
in the educational technology
department of Arak University
in Iran. The study has taken the
sample from 78 students in the
field of educational technology.
These students were enrolled
in system based education. The
study has formed two groups,
the experimental group and
the control group. They used
project based learning strategy
for experimental group and
conventional teaching strategy
for control group. The selfdirected learning readiness scale
(SDLRS) was administrated three
times i.e. pretest, post-test one,
and post-test two. The study has
utilized the two way ANOVA test
to reveal that students who were
taught through the project based
learning strategy performed
expressively better in terms of
self-directed learning skills than
the students who were taught
throughconventional teaching
strategy.
The purpose of this study is to
investigate the effects of the
Project-Based Learning (PBL)
approach on college students[9].
The study has consisted two
randomly chosen groupsto take
the sample from the student who
enrolled in the Science Teaching
Course in a Primary School
Education Department of a State
University in Turkey. The total
of 66 samples has collected from
MEDC Economic Digest
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the preservice primary school
graduates. 33 samples have taken
from the treatment group which
was instructed throughproject
based learning method.
33 samples have taken from
control
group
usingthe
traditional teaching method. The
results revealed that students in
the treatment group produced
better performance on the Postself-efficacy belief scale and the
Post- Science and Technology
Teaching Achievement Test.
They have statedpositive opinion
about the use of the ProjectBased Learning method.
D. Work based learning
(Learning through internships
and live projects):
Internship equips the students
to adjust to the needs of the
business once they actually join
the industry. It will not give the
assurance to get the permanent
job but such opportunities helps
the students to increase their
confidence by being present in
the workplace.Organizations can
take the form of internships or
part-time projects. So the students
can work and learn through the
practical knowledge about how
the industry operates and expose
students to the current realities
of the workplace. According to
the center for research on college
work force transition,Internship
is the short term opportunity
for the college graduates to work
for an organization where they
learn through the real world task.
Internships are coordinated with
MEDC Economic Digest

the university coursework that
helps to gain the knowledge from
overall experience[24]. Internship
helps the students being hired by
the small businesses.The main
objective of the paper is to
recognize the different models of
work-based learning and provide
the information about how the
work-based learning will bring
the change in the workplace[4].
The paper presented the different
models of work based learning
which is designed to meet the
specific need of college student
and employers. The paper also
shows the various contribution
of work based learning in higher
education that brings the change
in the culture and organization by
improving the performance of
the students. The purpose of the
research paper is to present the
work based learning method and
how it develops the intellectual
capital of organizations. The
paper has saidthat the traditional
forms of learning are not suited
in higher education for the
development of the students.
To meet this requirements,
individuals and organizations
should develop their work- based
learning capabilities. This will
help to recognize the concept
of work based learning and
practices.
E. Technology
enabled
learning
–
Technological
advancement is consistently
changing the course of learning
and therefore it is important
for our learning methods to
evolve and be aligned with the

technology. Individuals use
technology to experiment with
new ways of carrying out their
tasks and in doing so they learn
more about their jobs. Stated
that Information technology
has effect in nature of work,
in the learning process and to
accomplish the organizational
task. The present study examined
the usage and impact of
technology enabled job learning.
The data has taken from the 308
end-users. The
study evaluated the relationships
between system use and
technology enabled job learning.
Technology enabled job learning
was conceptualized in the
basis of benefit of computer
application
on
individual
to perform their job better.
System use was conceptualized
in basis of work integration,
decision support and customer
knowledge. The findings of the
study showed that the greater
understanding of system use
and its impact on organization
through technology-enabled job
learning.
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F.

Up-skilling the faculty:

Apart from focusing only on
curriculum structure for the
students, it is important to focus
on the faculties and provide them
a right training. Many faculties
who do not have industrial
experience it will be useful
if they regularly do the small
projects with the collaboration
of industrial experts. This will
help to ensure that the faculty is
March 2020
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in line with the current industrial
trends.The study stresses training
needs for the faculty in the terms
of innovative technology to
increase their capability to face
the demand of labor market. The
objective of the study to find
out training needs of faculties
in university to achieve the good
quality in the terms of innovation
technology[1]. The study has
used descriptive and analytic
research design to present the
literature. The data collection
has taken by the questionnaire
method to examine the faculty
members need. Questionnaire
was developed in four areas like
scientific research, promoting
quality assurance, teaching and
community service.
MEDC Digest - Cover_FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY Inner Pages.indd 1

The
study
followed
the
descriptive-analytic design in
presenting the literature. The
sample has gathered data from
the 135 university faculties
from the Saudi universities.
The study has been done the
analysis using SPSS. The result
of the study revealed that faculty
members of the universities
need to be trained in the terms
of
technology innovations.
Examined current practices of
faculty training and development
universities of Punjab (Pakistan)
[2]. The purpose of the study
was to analyze the current
practices of faculty training
and development. The samples
have been taken from the HoDs
(Head of the department),
teachers
and HRM(Human
resource management). The
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data has collected through the
questionnaire method(teachers
and HoDs) and interview
method(HRM experts). The
results of the study indicates that
training program helps more to
improve the teachers’ skills and
attitudes in old universities as
compared to the new universities.
Stated if the faculties go to the
pre service training according
to the conception of lifelong
training and renew themselves so
they can give the good training
to the future generation[13].
The study analyzed university
faculty members views on the
effectiveness of TTP (teachers
training program. The study
has used the qualitative research
method in phenomenological
pattern. The samples have been
taken from the 7 faculty members
through in-depth interview
method. The data has been
analyzed by the content analysis
approach. The study concluded
that teachers training program is
not sufficient to insufficient to
develop the self- improvement
of the faculties. The study also
concluded that faculties ignore
the need to upskill life-long
learning competencies in the
current programs.
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

VI. BENEFITS OF RIDGING
THE
EMPLOYABILITY
SKILL GAP IN INDIAN
ECONOMY
In today’s economy which
is predominantly driven by
knowledge, quality talent and
advanced skills have become

the most critical competitive
advantage for organizations.
As India moves progressively
towards becoming a ‘knowledge
economy’, it is focusing on
advancement of skills relevant
to the emerging economic
environment. Both the Central
and State Governments are
trying multiple approaches to
skill the workforce to meet the
demands of the job market.
However there is still scope
for a lot of amendments in the
system. Industry majors are
also taking revolutionary steps
to upgrade and re-skill their
employees. But this situation
is unsustainable because it
wrecks productivity. Employers’
creating their employees is not
a viable model. The Ministry
of Skills Development and
Entrepreneurship
(MSDE),
through
its
Skill
India
programme is trying to align the
three core aspects – industry,
job seekers and the academia.
The focus should be on creating
a long term plan of creating a
skilled talent pool. The skilling
ecosystem in India has witnessed
some great policy reforms which
will create a stable platform
for all stakeholders. Said that
Skill can be related to the work
performed by the people[20].
If a unit of work is performed
by an unskilled person, the
actual output would not match
the expected output. Thus,
skills and competencies play
an important role in a person’s
life. The projection of the skills
and competencies helps him to
MEDC Economic Digest
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achieve the employability status.
The person has to sustain his
employability by the process of
continuous enhancement of his
skills by way of various trainings
and workshops. So, skills are
essential for the development
of a person and the country’s
economy. This paper deals with
the study of the current skill gap
scenario prevailing in India and
various schemes and programs
propelled by the Government
of India to bridge the gap. The
paper also discusses the National
Policy on Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship 2015.
To
bridge
the
skill
gap,Government of India has
taken several initiatives like
Setting up institutional capacity:
NSDC and Sector Skill Councils,
Launching various schemes for
skill development Increasing the
vocational training institution
network, Identifying potential
employment demand industries.
All these schemes focus on skill
development and employment
generation, based on their own
vision and objectives. There
is a strong need to bring the
demand and supply into the
same system and match them to
get the best results. According
to BW Education, Numerous
corporates, education institutes,
and social entrepreneurs have
shown keen interest to align with
NSDC for setting up-skilling
projects or hiring skilled workers
at all levels. Over the years, many
NSDC partners have launched
large-scale training programmes,
MEDC Economic Digest

with a mandate to train a hundred
thousand youth in 10 years.
VII. DISCUSSION
Soft skill like classroom discussion,
questioning, presentation skill,
brain storming, teamwork and
role play or simulation are the
essential for the teaching –
learning activities. In general
terms, the development of soft
skills requires various teaching
approaches and strategies by the
lecturers that are entirely student
– based or student – centered.
It should be based on active
teaching - learning and students
should actively participate in the
activities of learning. Appropriate
strategies and methods include
learning by cooperative learning,
questioning, e-learning and
problem-based
learning.The
study focuses on challenges faced
and solutions implemented by
the higher education institutions
in Africa[22]. The study goals is
to explore the higher education
institutions that offering the
agriculture
education
and
training in their curriculum(AET)
that helps to make the change
behavior and improve the of the
quality of the education. The
study has been conducted with
the help of qualitative analysis
to analyze the data. The result
of the study focuses on the two
main themes such as challenges
and solution. The challenge is
accessing the higher education
and lack of preparation at
primary and secondary level of
school.

And solution is to restructure
the leadership and offer
more training to the faculties.
According to the report of
The Hindu, currently, technical
education is important in many
areas for the development of
the country. They enhance
industrial productivity, create
skilled manpower and develop
the quality of life. It will help
to increase the better talent in
the job market of engineering
graduates.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

Skilling programs and education
system in India work separately.
This will lead the employability
gap
and
unemployment
among the youngsters. So the
organizations need to create a
bridge that will help to connect
the two parallel streams using
existing technologies. So the
education institutions should
focus on to expand the students
skill set by encouraging them.
Moreover, Graduate students
should take up skill programs
that will make them fit for
the job and it will also help to
assess their capabilities and
enhance their skills over time.
Said that the development of
employability skills based on the
interaction between educational
institution and industry[21].The
present paper is a review paper
in nature. It is an attempt to
express the views of researchers
on employer’s perspectives
regarding employability skills,
employability skills, employability
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skills gap and bridging the
employability skills gap. It will
help the society to facilitate
more thinking on bridging the
employability gap[25].
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Abstract
Objectives:
The
Indian
government’s ‘Make in India’
campaign and the accelerated
growth in the economy has
highlighted the demand for
skilled manpower in the country.
The objective of this article to
understand the current state of
vocational education and training
and review the vocational
training models of the emerging
economies. Methods/Statistic
Analysis: The Skill development
model of India is studied in
detailed with reference to the
‘Make In India’ campaign. The
vocational training model of the
China and Brazil is also reviewed
for the study as they are a part
of the BRICS countries and
also the emerging economies
of the world. Singapore’s
vocational education model is
also studied to gain additional
insights on the skill development
initiatives and policies. Findings:
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The “demographic dividend”
explains for India being the
youngest workforce country
in the world. The country will
have the lowest median age
much below that of China and
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) Countries. It means that
India can be the largest provider
of workforce to the world. But
still, India has difficulty to fill
up jobs due to a shortage of
applicants with the right skills
and knowledge. It also brings
out the difficulty the country
faces with matching the jobs to
the skills available. India is still
behind countries like China and
Singapore in imparting skills.
The paper aids in analyzing the
current skill gaps in the country
and the areas where there is a
huge scope of supply of skilled
workforce. It aims to identify the
challenges faced in development
of skills in the country and
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

highlighting the employment
opportunities arising in the
different sectors with emphasis
on the Make in India campaign.
Conclusion/Improvements:
There is a huge scope of
generating skilled workforce
in the country and utilize the
‘demographic dividend’. The
branding activities and active
involvement of Public Private
Partnership ensure a better
supply of skilled workforce.
Keywords: Challenges, India,
Skill development, Vocational
and Technical Education
1.

Introduction

The Indian economy grew at
an advanced rate of 7.6 percent year in the quarter January
– March 2016, thereby making
it a fastest economy to grow.
India’s demographic profile is
helping the country to aim for
an accelerated economic growth.
MEDC Economic Digest
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India is expecting a huge growth
in the labour market by having
64.8 percent of the population as
the working population. It gives
a lot of benefit to the country in
the labour market.

mentioned below:

Most of the economies in the
world are ageing fast, their
contributions adding to the
global workforce will be reduced
to a great extent While, India
will be an excep- tion to it, with
a major dominance in the global
workforce in the years to come.
India will be enjoying dominance
in the global workforce by being
the biggest provider of skilled
labour to the world. Boston
Consulting Group, in its study
discussed the workforce demand
and sup- ply challenges faced in
the world. It stated that by 2020
the world may expect a shortage
of 47 million people.

• To review the system adopted
by countries like

India, on the other hand will have
a surplus of 56 mil- lion working
people. India will be able to
gain advantage of the increased
working population if they able
to equip its workforce with the
appropriate skills. In this respect,
skills development emerges as
one of the most critical aspect of
India’s economic policies.
2.

Objectives of the Study

The skill development model
forms the basis of the study.
The objectives of the study are

• To study the present system of
regulation of the Vocational
Education, Training and Skill
Development sector in India

China, Brazil and Singapore
• To know the challenges
with respect to the skill
development in India
• To assess the opportunities
available for skill development
in India
3.

Review of Literature

In order to understand the
Skill Development system, the
Skill Development Model of
India has been studied. The
skill development model of
China, Brazil and Singapore is
also studied in order to gain an
international perspective to skill
development. China and Brazil
have been chosen for the study
as they are a part of BRICS
countries and are the emerging
economies of the world like
India. Singapore has been
ranked as the 2nd highly skilled
country of the world1 in the year
2015-16. So for understanding
the model of a highly skilled
country, Singapore’s Vocational
and Technical Education model
is being studied.

Skill Development System in
India
India experiences a huge
advantage by having a young
workforce, which means it high
scope of providing manpower
to the labour market. After
assessing the high demand
for the skilled workforce
in the world, the Ministry
of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship was formed.
The ministry was announced in
June 2014. The Prime Minister
of India, Shri Narendra Modi
felt the need to focus on skill
development considering the
changes happening in the labour
market and hence the ministry
was established. It focused on
working in close collabo- ration
with other ministries to meet the
huge demand
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of skilled workforce. It aimed
at establishing and lying down
of consistent and common
standards of teaching and
collaborating the efforts of
the organization aiming at
development of skills2. It also
focuses on bringing all the other
ministries to come together and
function in a uni- fied manner
towards skill development. It
lays down the objectives and
the expected outcomes and
also ascertains the different
institutions that will ensure
that the expected outcomes
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are achieved. The set-up of
Skills Development with major
parties involved in appropriately
designed. It includes a lot of
parties involved in the skill
development in the country
(Refer Figure 4). The Ministry
works in close collaboration with
the National Skill Development
Corporation (NSDC). It helps
training institutes map the skill
sets, involves in the market
research and design the relevant
curriculum. It aims at bridging the
gap between the skills demand
and supply by boosting the skill
devel- opment initiatives2.
In India, the skill acquisition
is by through two chan- nels
which include both formal and
informal methods. Both the
Public and Private Sector aims at
imparting the formal training. In
addition to this, the government
is also looking at the Public and
Private Partnership known as
the PPP model. The Industrial
Training Institutes known as
ITIs are run by government
and is a major channel of
gaining Vocational training in
the country. Apart from this,
there are privately run Industrial
Training Centres known as ITCs
and vocational schools. In India,
the Labour Laws also ensures
that the students going for
tech- nical education are trained
through the Apprenticeship
training provided by the
Industry. Though there is a lot
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of participation from the private
sector on skill development but
the public sector dominates the
skill development programs
in the country. The informal
channel is more unstructured
and can be imparted through
working on the job or through
experiential learning.
The government of India
designed a policy framework
which aimed at developing the
skills in the country. The skill
development eco system includes
the Apprentices Act, 1961, a
formal way of skills acquisition.
It also includes, The National
Skill Policy, which lays down the
policies and procedures for skill
enhancement and the National
Skills Qualification Framework
(NSQF)3. The Apprentice
Act, 1961 ensures that there is
participation from the Industry
in the skill development of
the students undergoing a
formal technical education. The
Industry professionals are well
equipped to train the students on
skill development. The Act aims
at making it mandatory
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

for establishments in the private
and the public sector to train
the students. The Industry has to
provide on the job training to
the students hence giving them
a real world exposure to skills
and processes and making them
employable in the labour market.
The National Policy on Skill

Development was framed in
2009 with an aim to strengthen
the
skill
development
initiatives of the country. It is
a Public Private Partnership
model which falls under the
Ministry of Skill Development
and
Entrepreneurship.
It
was established in order to
promote skill development by
creating large and exceptional
quality vocational institution
with the appro- priate training
infrastructure. India has a lot of
aspirants but it doesn’t have the
required infrastructure to meet
the requirements of vocational
education and training and hence
the government involved more
of such partnership to ensure the
model is successful in imparting
the voca- tional training.
The National Skills Qualifications
Framework (NSQF) was enacted
on 27th December 2013. The
framework in built on the latest
concept of competencies which
analyses the knowledge, skills and
aptitude needed at each qualification. The levels are graded
from one to ten and are defined
in terms of learning outcomes
for each level. It is regardless of
whether the skills are possessed
through for- mal, informal
and
non-formal
learning.
The framework is based on
competency modelling, which is
considered to be highly effective
method of mapping the skills
needed for a particular role3.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Public-Private Partnerships
(PPP) model India’s Technical
education
has
suffered
tremendously because of the
lack of infrastructure and the
industry rele- vant curriculum
program. With a view, to ensure
that the

Figure 4. Skill Development Eco-system in India.
Source: FCCI KPMG Skilling India Report3
Skill Development Model in India
India has a large, diverse and
highly complex model of skill
development. India has a huge
population which is
completely heterogeneous in
nature. The skill enlargement
in India is classified into two
categories. They are Skill
Education and Skill based
Vocational Training. Figure 1
explains the varied structure of
Skill Development in India.
The Ministry of Human
Resource Development gov- erns
the Educational and Vocational
Training in India. It governs
the elementary, secondary and
higher education in the country.
The Universities and Higher
education centres focuses on the
college education. The examples
of it are disciplines like Arts,
Commerce and Science etc3. The
Technical education is provided
through the engi- neering
colleges and the polytechnic
MEDC Economic Digest

institutions. The functioning of
both the education Universities
and col- leges is regulated by the
University Grants Commission
(UGC). They grant funds,
ascertain and ensure com- mon
standards are established for
teaching, learning and evaluation
in the Universities. The technical
institutes in India are regulated
by the All India Council for
Technical Education (AICTE)3.

country has more employable
workforce, the government in
the early 2000s, decided to launch
the concept of public- private
partnership. The government in
the year 2005 – 06 decided to
upgrade 100 ITIs with the help of
the internal resources available.
The World Bank was also roped
in to upgrade additional 400 ITIs.
The remaining ITIs were
focused to be developed
through the PPP model. The
Skill Development Initiative
(SDI) under the Ministry
of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship focused on
the increasing the number of
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Figure 1. India’s Educational and Skill Development Structure.
Source: National Skills Development Corporation3
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Public Private Partnerships4.
The Scheme is a 5 years project
scheme aiming at train- ing of
one million persons. The scheme
aims at providing people with
the skills to perform the job
effectively. It not only focused
on the existing employees and
students, but also focused on
providing skills to school leavers
and young graduates. The PPP
model looked promising by
generating a pool of skilled
workforce thus reducing the
supply and demand gap2. It aims
to design and develop syllabi
for various levels and trades,
development of rel- evant and
interactive instructional material,
training the trainers, the staff
and faculty and ensuring a
collaborative environment for
the training.
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China’s
Technical
and
Vocational Education and
Training System (TVET)
China has been a country
which has a reasonably good
number of trained manpower.
The TVET of China is a very
broad and effective method
of providing technical and
vocational training to the people.
The TVET of China is classified
into two institutional setting.
One of it focuses on education
in schools while the other aims
at providing vocational training.
The school education falls under
the Ministry of Education
(MOE) and whereas the
32
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vocational training falls under the
purview of Ministry of Human
Resources and Social Security
(MOHRSS)5. The curricu- lum
of vocational training of the
school is designed in line with
the theoretical concepts and
knowledge of the dif- ferent
theoretical frameworks for a
particular trade. The other section
that falls under the MOHRSS
focuses on post-school and preemployment training of people.
Its major emphasis is on practical
and experiential learning through
workplace training initiatives and
also training and re-training of
school dropouts and unemployed
peo- ple. The vocational
education forms an integral part
of the educational programs of
China which mandates through
Education Law 1986 nine year of
compulsory education including
three year of vocational training6.
The institu- tional setting of
vocational education broadly
provides for pre-employment,
post-school, and on-the-jobprac- tical training besides
training for school drop outs and
a massive scale of vocational
training for different levels of
employees through Technical/
Skilled Worker Schools. Thus,
even senior secondary vocational
school students
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

also train themselves on
vocational training through the
three year participation in the
vocational scheme edu- cation

(Refer Figure 2). The Industry
input is ensured through the
participation in the entire TVET
system6.
China being known for its
manufacturing excellence in
the world has to have a skilled
workforce readily avail- able.
In order to meet the increasing
demand for skilled workforce
in the country, they have a
robust skill develop- ment
model that has a support from
the government too. China is
governed by the Vocational
Education Law of 1996 which
formulates the legal structure
for the effective and proper
functioning of the technical
education and training system
in the country8. It explains the
functions and responsibilities
of the Ministry of Human
Resources and Social Security
and Ministry of Education in
the vocational training. The
law also discusses the roles and
responsibilities of the local
government,
industry/private
participation and the vocational
training institutes in skill
development in the country. It
reflects that the country is highly
focused on skill development
and makes it com- pulsory
from the school level itself. The
implementation of the law is
dealt with utmost dedication so
as to ensure the implementation
of skill development in the
country.
MEDC Economic Digest
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In China, the enterprises also
support the skill devel- opment to
a great extent. The occupational
standards are clearly mentioned
and there is a strong integration
with the education and economy.
The Law makes it obligatory
for the industries to provide for
compulsory skill training and
employment.

or above shall order it to make
correction; if the enterprise
refuses to make corrections, the
vocational educational funds
that the enterprise should bear
may be collected, and such funds
shall be used for vocational
education in the local- ity.”9

China ensures that there is
optimum participation from the
Industry in vocational education
and training. The Vocational
Education Law, 1996 ensured
that it hap- pens. Below are the
Articles from the law which
reflects the Country’s focus on
skill development through the
Industry participation9.
“Article 20: Enterprises shall,
in accordance with their actual
situation, provide vocational
education in a planned way for
their staff, workers and persons
to be employed. Enterprises
may jointly run or run on their
own voca- tional schools and
vocational training institutions;
they may also entrust vocational
schools or vocational training
institutions with the vocational
education of their staff, workers
and persons to be employed by
them9.
Article 29: If any enterprise fails
to conduct vocational education
in accordance with Article 20
of this Law, the local people’s
government at the county level
MEDC Economic Digest

targeted popula- tion. Anyone can
enroll in this type of program.
There are no requirements
regarding educational degree or
age. Their goal is to provide an
initial qualification to those whose
level of educational achievement is
low or have no practical training or
experience.
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Figure 2. China’s Technical and Vocational Education and Training
System (TVET).
Source: TVET UNESCO Images7
Brazil Vocational Educational
Training Model
The current structure of VET is
divided into three dif- ferent levels
namely Continued Formation
courses (FIC courses), Technical
Courses and Technological courses.
FIC Courses Initial or Continued
Formation courses (FIC courses)
are the ones with the broadest

Technical
Courses
provide
professional training to students
enrolled in secondary school and
secondary school graduates. These
courses operate in three modalities: I. Integrated - Offered to
students who want to attend
simultaneously Vocational and
General Education courses at the
same institution. II. Concomitant March 2020
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Offered to those students enrolled
in a General Sequential - Offered
only to those who completed
secondary school10.
Technological
courses
are
equivalent to tertiary level courses.
These programs are only available
to secondary school graduates and
grant a diploma that is equivalent
to a university degree. Therefore,
as mentioned before, in order to
enroll in a technological course,
students are required to have
completed high school, but not
neces-sarily technical high school.
Technological courses tend to last
three years.
Brazil is also focused on creating
skills at the school level. They
offer programme especially the
Technical ones which can be
offered to the students from the
same insti- tute. Due to which,
the number of students enrolling
for the program are high11. The
Vocational Training Program
offered by them PRONATEC
is focused to promote social and
productive inclusion. It has a heavy
social policy component, clearly
stating as its goal “to promote
training opportunities to teenagers,
workers and the beneficiaries of
the cash transfer programs.”10
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Singapore Vocational and
Technical Education (VTE)
model
Singapore lays a lot of importance
to the skill develop- ment and it
invests heavily in the Vocational
training and Technical Education.
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The government supports the
VTE model of the country.
Singapore is a preferred destination
in terms of the skilled workforce
as compared to India. The model
is similar to India and focuses on
the robust- ness in the technical
training provided to the aspirants.
It also lays emphasis on industry
relevant curriculum and ensures
on making it a cost effective
model so that more aspirants can
opt for the technical education.
There are various schemes like
the traineeship, approved training
centres and certified on-the-job
training centres.
The government also wanted to
improve the visibil- ity of such
programs and hence participated
in different advertising campaigns
like “using the hand,” “Top of the
Trade” competitions telecasted on
the television, and “Apprenticeship
of the Year” award. The major
advantage of the TVET model
is the curriculum which involved
industry professionals in the
design and hence ensured that the
relevant skills are transferred to
workforce12. The VTE has centres
of excellence and it collaborates
with other agencies that help
in the exchange of training
resources, expertise of members
and technological ini- tiatives
focusing on skill development.
The government through the
VTE model funds the training
of not only the school graduates
but places equal importance on
the drop outs so that the people
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

continue to train themselves.
4. India’s
Analysis

Current

Skill

The current data suggest that only
2.3% of the workforce in India has
undergone formal skill training as
compared
to 68% in the UK, 75% in
Germany, 52% in USA, 80% in
Japan and 96% in South Korea13.
The workforce in India has little
or no job skills that make them
largely unem- ployable. It is an
alarming signal for India which
has the youngest population
in the world. There is a lot of
scope for India to provide its
workforce with appropriate skills.
As per the 12th Plan document
of the Planning Commission,
India’s labour population is not
educated enough. The people
who
completed
educational
qualifi- cation up to secondary
level are 85 percent of the labour
workforce. Approximately 55
percent have completed education
level up to the primary level
and a small per- centage of 2
percent have undergone a formal
vocational training14. Efforts
are being made to ensure more
students enrollments in the higher
education and vocational train- ing.
There are initiatives like Make In
India, Digital India and programs
focusing on start-ups and funding
programs laid on Skilled India.
The current skill landscape of India
is not very posi- tive. According to
the India Skills Report 2015, it was
MEDC Economic Digest
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established that India lacks on the
development of skills. Of all the
students applying for roles in the
labour mar- ket, a mere 1/3rd of
the number had the appropriate
skills to match the requirement
of the employers15. Though we
have a sufficient manpower but
all are not skilled enough to get
a job. The fresh employments
opportunities are getting created
in the field of core engineering,
retail, hos- pitality, ecommerce
and banking but there is shortfall
of trained people in the country
to fill the positions (Refer Table
1). Looking at the labour market
dynamics, the government has
started initiatives to fight this
major dif- ficulty. In fact, the
Government has given utmost
priority to skill development and it
will continue to be a vital mat- ter
for 10 years15.
The Skills Gap as per the Figure 3
mentions the expected shortage in
the industries in 2022. There will
be a considerable growth in the
Infrastructure sector followed by
the Auto & Auto Components14.
In order to focus on the Make
in India campaign considerable
efforts are needed to impart skills
in the country.
5.

Challenges

India is facing a lot of challenges
keeping in view the current
infrastructure and the policy
framework. The challenges faced
in skill development have been
discussed below:
MEDC Economic Digest

Figure 3. Skill Gap 202215.
Table 1. Incremental Human Resource Requirements across Sectors
by 202018
Source: Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Segment

Employment base in million
2013 2017 2022
Building, construction and real Estate 45.42 59.40 76.55
Automobile and auto component
10.98 12.18 14.88
Banking, Financial Services Insurance 2.55
3.20
4.21
Textile and Clothing
15.23 18.06 21.54
Pharmaceuticals
1.86
2.60
3.58
Electronics – IT hardware
4.33
6.24
8.94
Retail Sector
38.6
45.11 55.95
IT and ITES
2.96
3.86
5.24
Food Processing
1.75
2.65
4.40
Beauty and wellness
4.21
14.27 10.06
Electronic and IT Hardware
4.33
8.94
4.61
Transportation and Logistics
16.74 28.4
11.66
Healthcare
3.59
7.39
3.8
Handlooms and Handicrafts
11.65 17.79 6.14
Telecommunication
2.08
4.16
2.08
Pharma and Lifesciences
1.86
3.58
1.72
Education / Skill development
13.02 17.31 4.29
Leather and Leather goods
3.09
6.81
3.72
Security
7
11.83 4.83
Furniture and Furnishing
4.11
11,29 7.18
Tourism, Hospitality and Travel
6.96
13.44 6.48
Gems and Jewellery
4.64
8.23
3.59
Domestic Help
6
10.88 4.88
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Insufficient
Scale
Restricted Capability

and

The
current
infrastructure
facility available in the educational institutions is inadequate
considering the huge demand
of labour. There aren’t many
trained and highly skilled
trainers available. It reflects the
inappropriate and insufficient
infrastructure not only in big
cities but also in small towns and
villages. The faculty needs to be
moti- vated and skilled to take
up higher responsibilities. The
training infrastructure too needs
to be made adequate keeping in
mind the number of aspirants to
be skilled. Another crucial aspect
in skill development is the ‘Train
the Trainers’16. The knowledge
and experience brought in by the
faculty ensures that the student
has picked up the appropriate
skills and has had a phenomenal
learning experience. The trainer
should be able to assess the needs
of the students considering the
labour market situation. It also
requires that there is an ideal
mix of both theoretical as well
as practical learning experience.
Hence, training of the trainer has
become a major challenge.

traditional. The students would
move on to managerial roles as
the technical trades positions are
associated with low salaries and
lack of recognition. There are
students who are not able to pay
for the fee and may not be aware
of the schemes run by the government which also leads to a low
mobility towards such programs.
Skilling has always been branded
as a blue col- lar job, which is
further associated with low pay
scales, limited growth and less
challenging roles. Like Singapore,
our government needs to focus
a lot on the branding strategies
for skill development which may
ensure a high mobility towards
such programs.
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Mobilization
The enrollment of the students
for vocational education and
training has become an extremely
challenging task. The outlook of
the people associated with the
skill devel- opment is still very
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Employer’s buy-in
The industry doesn’t distinguish
whether the person has acquired
the skills through on the job
training or has gone through a
formal training. Many companies
make their own skill centres
through which they develop
the people. Though the Skill
Development also focuses on the
Public Private Partnership Model
but it needs a lot of effort from
both the players in development
of skills.
Scalability
Any model to be successful
needs a lot of support from
stakeholders too. Since there
is very limited buy-in from the
corporate sector the progress of

such initiatives is reduced. Skill
development had not been a
priority of the government earlier
and hence this area has always
been ignored16. Since the model
requires high capital investments, the people are not very
willing to support such a model.
The challenges associated with
unavailability of infrastructure,
slow processing of bank loans
seldom demoralizes the budding
entrepreneurs to come up with
their. In rural region, it becomes
more challenging because the
people aren’t aware of the credit
facility and the different schemes
supported by the government
and any other financial bodies.
The urban areas face issues like
high operational cost which
discourages such entrepre- neurs
to come forward.
Skills Mismatch
There is a lot of issue related
to the skills needed by the
industry and the skills imparted
through the educational and
training institute. There is a lack
of industry-faculty interaction
because of which the skill
set doesn’t suit the employer.
Though the people may be skilled
but they are not employable17.
It becomes extremely important
that the industry professionals
are also included during the
design of the curriculum.
No focus on Non-Technical
Skills
MEDC Economic Digest
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The Vocational Training Centres
in India is focusing on developing
technical skills only whereas the
employers feel the need of having
Behavioral Skills also. According
to the India Hiring Intent Survey,
the employers also focus on
Skills like Domain Expertise,
Communication, a culturally fit
person, values on Honesty and
Integrity, Adaptability, focused
on Result, Interpersonal skill and
Learning attitude. These skills
are not covered as an inte- gral
part of the skill development.
This is a major challenge as it
results to a lot of unemployed
skilled workforce.
6.

Conclusion

Skill development is the most
important aspect for the
development of the country. It
needs a coordinated effort from
all the agencies, stakeholders
and the students to make it a
successful program. The policies,
if are able
to reach a larger audience
will make a difference in the
employment scenario of the
country. India has a ‘demographic dividend’ and it has to
work toward making it useful
for the country. It will not only
add value to the economy of the
country but will be supporting
the ‘Make in India’ campaign by
providing the skilled workforce
in the country. Like China, our
vocational training programs
MEDC Economic Digest

should be included at the
school level itself. The Public
Private Partnership plays a key
and an important role in the
development and enhancement
of skills. NSDC has made
some progress in improving the
training infrastruc- ture in the
private sector by having more and
more Public Private Partnership.
There has been a growth in
such part- nership over a few
years. Such partnerships are also
being encouraged in rural areas
which consist of a considerable
high number of aspirants. It
becomes extremely impor- tant
to strengthen the tie-ups with the
training institutes to ensure that
the quality is maintained and the
model is sustainable too. Since,
there will be a huge demand in
the Retail and the Hospitality
Sector so the government needs
to focus on the non-technical
skills too. The Skilled India
initiatives need to focus and
develop more entrepre- neurship
skills amongst the workforce
in order to ensure more job
generation in the country. The
Startup India and Stand up India
schemes need to be advertised
well in the market in order to have
more people taking advantage of
such a model. The NSDC should
also focus on the unor- ganized
sector in order to make the Skill
India campaign a successful
model. Hence, the Make in India
campaign will be successful from
skill point of view and India will

achieve its mission of “Koushal
Bharat, Kushal Bharat”.
7.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ECONOMICS KATTA
The Maharashtra Economic
Development Council (MEDC)
conducted an Economics Katta
in its premises on February 5,
2020, to brainstorm on some
key contemporary issues facing
our economy. The aim of
organizing this event was to
provoke creative thinking on
current socioeconomic issues
and explore how the insights
gleaned from them could help aid
stakeholders and policymakers
in further refiningthe state’s
development strategies. Given
the fact that MEDC is a unique
symbol of the socioeconomic
responsibility of business and
industry in Maharashtra, holding
such an event periodically is
necessary for the Council.
The keynote speaker and initiator
of the discussion was Dr. Ajit
Ranade, an eminent economist
and thought leader. Dr. Ranade
initiated the discussion on
the issue of the ideal size of
government for a country like
India. This topic, even though
simple sounding, is actually
highly complex and has powerful
repercussions on the quality of
governance in the country and
the efficacy of its institutions,
ultimately affecting the day-today life of the nation’s citizenry.
The impact of the size of
MEDC Economic Digest

the government on various
socioeconomic dimensions of
the country was discussed, and
the following were the key points
made:

just 11% for India, while it
is around 20-25% in much
of the developed world.
This shows that we are not
collecting enough revenue,
and that is to be expected in
a country where just around
3% of the total population
files returns and only around
2% pay the actual tax.
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1. Contrary to popular belief,
India has a very small size
of government compared
to most other countries.
In India, the government
comprises just 15% of
the country’s population
compared to a (developed)
world average of 30 – 40%.
2. The problem is not that India
has an oversized government,
but even the existing
undersized government has
huge pockets of inefficiency.
3. Not only do we need to
increase the size of our
government, but we also need
to enhance its efficacy, if we
are to raise our economic
competitiveness.
4. The tax to GDP ratio is

5. Widening the tax base in
India is imperative, and the
GST is a positive step in
that direction. Even though
the GST is a regressive tax,
in the sense that it does
not distinguish between
the rich and the poor, it is
required for a country like
ours. Ideally, the GST should
cover the entire economy,
but currently (due to the
influence of vested interests)
it is covering only about a
third of the Indian economy.
This needs to change at the
earliest. On the flip side, no
major federal economy in the
March 2020
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world has opted for GST, but
at India’s current stage of
socioeconomic development
it could almost be considered
a necessary evil.
6. The expenditure to GDP
ratio for India is just 13%,
while it is around 38% in the
USA. This shows that the
government is not spending
enough in India, while in
most developed countries
(due to an aging population)
the bulk of the spending is
on social security programs.
Social security is virtually
non-existent in India and it is
only slowly emerging in some
new schemes floated by the
government.
7. We need to consider Indian
agriculture as an industry to
enhance its competitiveness.
There are already certain parts
of the sector (like some agrobased initiatives) which have
almost achieved industrial
status, but a lot more needs
to be done. In this context,
the development of robust
supply chains needs to be
given special consideration.
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8. We should not underestimate
the
importance
of
agriculture,
both
for
Maharashtra and India. After
all, even today, over half of
our population continues to
depend on agriculture for
their employment prospects,
and unless the sector is
better organized, their future
remains bleak.
40
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9. There are islands of excellence
in Indian agriculture, and
their success needs to be
replicated to the extent
possible
throughoutthe
country. For example, some
grape production centres
in Nashik are competing
effectively with their global
counterparts in France and
America.Given agriculture’s
strong forward and backward
linkages, the sector remains
the oxygen of our economy,
and it needs a sustained
revitalization if we are to
emerge from the current
economic slowdown.
10. Public private partnerships
all over the world are mostly
unsuccessful. It is only in India
that they have managed to
show some results. However,
the fact remains that a lot
that passes under the PPP
model is not technically PPP.
Infrastructure development
projects (where PPPs are
most needed) have a very
long gestation period, and
one cannot realistically expect
the private sector to hold
on for that much time.Also,
the Indian private sector
has its share of (legitimate)
complaints
in
such
collaborations, as payments
are not often made to them
on time, the bureaucracy
enters the picture and creates
operational complexitiesetc.
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11. To a certain extent, we
need to accept inequality
as a stimulus for economic

growth. The concept of
socialism has collapsed all
over the world, because
it goes against the basic
psychological principle of
providing uniform incentives
for differential performance.
The broad consensus was that
the government has to be held
more accountable for its actions
(and lack of them) if we are
to progress substantially in
socioeconomic
development.
India is a potentially rich land,
but as long as our attitudes don’t
change, bringing about longlasting change in the economy
will be difficult. There are now
many opportunities available
to us, which need to be clearly
identified
and
strategically
utilized for the larger benefit of
society. Technology can play a
catalytic role here.
In his concluding remarks, Dr.
Ranade said that MEDC could
undertake a detailed research
study on the current size of the
government of Maharashtra, and
come to an informed inference
on whether it should be expanded
(and if so, how) or not in the
best long-term socioeconomic
interests of the state.
In view of the concrete
value addition provided to all
participants, it was decided that
the next Economics Katta would
be held on March 4, 2020, at 4.30
pm in the MEDC premises, and
that this event would henceforth
be a monthly feature of the
Council’s activities.
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MEDC – MSME Regional Conference Nashik

MEDC has organised its
MEDC-MSME
Regional
conference 2020 on February
27th with the aim of tapping all
the aspect of MSME segment
in Nashik. This initiative of
MEDC was with the support
of NIMA & AIMA; and Mr
Satish Parakh, MD, Ashoka
Buildcon himself was the Guest
of Honour for the conference.
The chief guests were Mr
Shashikant Jadhav, President,
NIMA and Mr Hiraman Aher,
VPO, Sharda Motors Pvt Ltd.
along withPresident of MEDC,
Mr. Ravindra Boratkar and Mr
Krishna Bhandge, ChairmanMembership
Committee,
MEDC.
President of MEDC, Mr.
Ravindra Boratkar said that
MEDC is trying to reach out to
various divisions of MSME in
Nashik region to find out more
opportunities and to spread
more awareness about the
MSME sector.
The full day event witnessed
the presence of industrialists,
bankers, entrepreneurs and
MEDC Economic Digest

dignitaries related to the MSME
sector. The program was
fractioned into 4 sessions that
covered 4 broad themes.
The first session on “MSME
Govt.
Strategy/Programme”
discussed the programs and
policies that are jotted by the
Government for its expansion.
Broadly it discussed the present
status of MSME, government
schemes and subsidy for MSME
and its future opportunities
particularly in Nashik and all
over India. Mr. Shailendra Singh
from MSME Institute suggest
that this kind of an event is
really important for increasing
awareness and MSME institute
will collaborate with MEDC for
future events like this.
Second session on “Funding
of MSME” explored the loan
schemes available to MSMEs
through banks and different
financial institutions like SIDBI
and SBI and forecasted how one
can choose the ease of doing
business.
The third session focussed
on
“Industrial
Cluster

Development”
where
Mr
Dhananjay Bele, Chairman,
AIMA pointed on the cluster
development of Nashik as an
industrial hub and that the future
holds lot in it and the region is
open to accept the openings.
The last session “Innovation &
Technology opportunities for
MSME” was marvelled by the
success stories of entrepreneurs
and how one can be successful
in life.
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As a whole, the event gave an
outlook on MSMEs and an
enriching experience for budding
and existing entrepreneurs.
MEDC believes that this event
established good relations of
MEDC in Nashik and we can
certainly connect people to the
Government.
AIMA and NIMA both
expressed that MEDC should
work with them for development
of their sector in MSME and
MEDC should take the lead to
talk to the government for the
better development of Micro,
Medium and Small Enterprises.
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The Socioeconomic Impact of India’s
Learning Deficit
Introduction
The growth of employment is a key
factor promoting socioeconomic
stability anywhere in the world. The
opportunity for unskilled work,
even in India’s informal sector, is
steadily shrinking. However, most
of those seeking jobs are mainly
unskilled workers. There is a clear
causal link between learning ability
and employment outcomes in the
labour market over the long term.
India has a rather dismal record
in this regard. Only 5% of our
workforce has any skill training, and
a mere 2% have a formally certified
skill as compared to 70% in most
European countries, and 80% to
90% in East Asian countries like
Japan and Korea. A CII report
has indicated that less than half
(40%) of those looking for work
are actually employable in skilled
jobs. With 62% of our population
in the age group 15 to 60, and a
further 30% of the population
under 15, these trends do not bode
well for India’s future, as well as
our aspirations forachieving a $ 5
trillion economy by 2024.
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Overcoming learning deficits
A learning deficit can begin at the
very outset if a child is forced into
regular schooling without adequate
preparation in developing cognitive,
literacy and numeracy skills at the
pre-school stage. This occurs more
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frequently in poorer households
who are forced to send their
children to government schools.
Infrastructure in most public
schools is appalling, and it often
compromises the health of students,
reducing their motivation to study,
and thus their ability to imbibe the
foundational skills necessary for
decent productive employment
in later life. This is hardly the way
to cultivate rational thinking and a
scientific temper in the country’s
upcoming generation, which is
necessary for the development of
a sustainable and inclusive society.
27-Apr-19 12:13:30 PM

Making government schools better
than private schools is difficult,
but not impossible. While the
government has indeed taken
several steps in that direction,
it should open up the debate to
more stakeholders and build a
larger consensus on deeper and
more fundamental reforms in the
education sector, which should be
reflected in policymaking. However,
expecting an overnight change
in public schools would be naïve.
Fixing the rot that has set in over
the past five decades will take much
more than five years. Even though
some green shootsof success
are gradually becoming visible, a
sustained change in mindsets is still
elusive.
The legacy of learning deficits visible
so far in elementary school children

is now being reflected amongst
young adults too, according to a
recent Annual Status of Education
Report (ASER) study. Since around
10% of India’s population is in this
age group, their productivity has
a direct bearing on the country’s
economic competitiveness. It also
poses a sociopolitical challenge to
incumbent governments at both
the state and Central level as such
people cannot be easily absorbed
in the workforce – leading to a
growing number of unemployed
and frustrated youth, who could
potentially destabilize the system in
the not-too-distant future.
Conclusion
India needs to urgently fix its
education system and nurture
its demographic dividend in an
increasingly borderless world. A
persistentthrust on infrastructure
development (both physical and
human) could be the answer to
this age-old problem. The learning
crisis and our unemployment
challenge are two sides of the same
coin, and they have the potential to
negate whatever economic growth
occurs. We need to focus on the
development of foundational skills
necessary to equip children for
sound learning as they progress
through school and life. That is the
only way to build a better society,
one which will make every Indian
proud.
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